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PREFACE

The expert judge is a breeder with proven experience who can express a technical opinion.
When three internationally renowned technicians decide to make their knowledge available, a work
like this can only result: "Monograph of the Poephila genre".
A 90-page book that contains everything there is to know about these particular birds: from biology,
to controlled breeding, to the technique and methodology for judging these species.
This work uses valuable colour photos, drawings and illustrative tables which render detailed
descriptions down to the smallest detail, leaving no concept for individual interpretation, paying
special attention to the analysis of pigments.
On reading this study, one is particularly struck by the way in which sometimes complex concepts
are explained in simple language, thus giving all technicians the possibility of having a tool that is
easy to interpret but completely exhaustive.

Jari R. Spagna
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
International judge sec. F-H - O/P
already member of CTN-IEI
Founder and President of the Insectivore and Frugivore Club - Italy
Author of the book Dove-gray and Dove
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Introduction
The genus Poephila (of πόα (poa ) "grass” and φιλέω (fileo) "love" lover of grass, forms a closed
group which groups together three species of Australian birds of similar appearance but with different
characteristics. ,: the Long-tailed Finch (Poephila acuticauda), the Black-throated Finch
(Poephila cincta) and the Masked Finch (Poephila personata).
The Long-tailed Finch and the Black-throated Finch are allopatric (they live in completely separate
areas which do not exhibit any overlapping areas) and many similar in habit and appearance. In part
the colour of the beak, yellow or red in the long tail) they differ for the most part in the length of the
tail and in behavior and they can certainly be considered as components of a super-species. The
Masked Finch divides its area with the two but it is quite different in their phenotype. They are birds
of the grassy savannah or similar environment.

Distribution and characteristics
The species and subspecies attributed to the genus are all endemic (circumscribed and limited in one
zone) to the Australian continent, of which they occupy the northern and northeastern parts,
preferably colonizing the dry grassy areas.
They are birds of modest size (between 10 and 15 cm long, including the tail) with a brownish color,
with areas of choice and a black tail. The bill is robust, typical of seed-eating birds.
They feed on unripe and ripe seeds, especially Sorgo plumosum, Eriachne obtusa, Eragrostris sp.
and other herbs; when breeding also insects, in particular flying termites and small spiders
(Immelmann). They feed clinging to grass stalks or other plants, often holding the ears and grass
stems under their legs (Immelmann), they drink with their beaks submerged in water.

L
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Taxonomy
Three species and three each having their own subspecies are recorded in the genus Poephila:
Long-tailed Finch: - nominal species (Poephila acuticauda acuticauda)
- subspecies (Poephila acuticauda hecki)
Black-throated Finch: nominal species (Poephila cincta cincta)
- subspecies (Poephila cincta atropygialis)
Masked Finch: - nominal species (Poephila personata personata)
- subspecies (Poephila personata leucotis)

Breeding in a controlled environment
Finches of the genus Poephila are well adapted to life in captivity and in recent years their presence
has increased in amateurs’ breeding estrildidae. In particular, the Long-tailed Finch is also present in
avicultural events and is represented by many specialist clubs.
In a controlled environment they show a special docility towards the breeder and they tolerate a
simple diet based on mixed exotic (millet, panic and canary seed) and common eggfood.
They do not require special care, the only trick is to place them in sufficient space as they never catch
themselves on the bars and only use the space between the perches to move around. They are excellent
breeders and for their reproduction it is no longer necessary to use fosters.
The Masked Finch still presents some difficulties with more timid and fearful attitudes. They are
considered as very prolific and manage to complete three annual broods (September / April). Captive
selection has brought these species to a larger size creating, for all three species, a domestic model
now very different from the wild examples and the trend is towards a new super size.
With the exception of the hecki (red beak) subspecies of the long-tailed finch which represents almost
all the birds present in birdrooms, the subspecies of the flank and masked (atropygialis and leucotis)
are considered as very rare.
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THE LONG-TAILED FINCH
(Poephila acuticauda)

Distribution, habitat and taxonomy

The long-tailed finch is endemic to Australia, residing along the northern coast.
It occupies an area extending roughly from the western town of Broome at the base of the Cape York
Peninsula.
The habitat consists of areas of dry climate with large areas of grassland and the sporadic presence of
eucalyptus shrubs or trees (especially Pandanus spiralis, where the birds usually nest). Very important
is the proximity of fresh water: lakes, rivers, marshes or simple collection pits.
Because of their confident nature, it is not uncommon to see them roaming through parks and
residential areas.
The Long-tailed Finch in nature exhibits an obvious phenotypic variability most determined by the
colour of the beak which goes from the colour yellow to the colour orange red, passing for different
intermediate tones. This polymorphism is also characterized by a different areale / zone of distribution
in particular, the yellow bill occupies the territories east of Wyndham, along the Gulf of Carpentaria
throughout the northern Northern Territory, while the red-orange bill is assigned in the north-western
areas of Roebuck Bay to Wyndham, across the Kimberley mountain range.
This polymorphism, not always obvious, led to the division of the nominal species, Poephila
acuticauda acuticauda, yellow-billed from that one to orange-red bill, Poephila acuticauda hecki.
In the selection in a controlled environment, a conventional agreement has been reached which sees
the subjects with strongly penalized intermediate bill pushing the standard towards the extremes:
- yellow beak for the nominal species (poephila acuticauda acuticauda);
- red beak for the subspecies (poephila acuticauda hecki).
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Eliseo Zambelii

In these two forms, there are numerous phenotypic differences, also accentuated by selection in a
controlled.environment.
It should be emphasized that the subspecies (hecki) is considered as such as it is clearly a form which
subsequently evolved from the original type.
Regarding the structure, the acuticauda acuticauda is characterized by a so-called wilder, smaller,
narrower and tapered shape, which determines a more aerodynamic attitude, typical of birds living in
the bush; the hecki subspecies has a larger size, more rounded shapes, a lowered posture, typical of
birds which preferably live on the ground among the grass.
The plumage colour of the nominal species is more greyish due to lower saturation of the
phaeomelanin pigment. Pheao rarity is appreciated on the back where it assumes a delicate gray /
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powder tone. But such shortage of phaeomelanin is emphasized in comparison with the subspecies
hecki even more on the breast, where the colour is very cold dove-gray.
In the subspecies the obviously more abundant phaeomelanin produces a brownish back and purplish
breast. The designs of both types are absolutely black.
With regard to lipochrome, probably originally the long-tailed finch was concerned with the yellow
pigment alone.
In the evolutionary path a genetic modification has happened, which has caused, concomitantly to
synthesize more phaeomelanin and more lipochrome, the appearance of another lipochromic pigment
of orange red colour, then selected towards the red colour with the contribution of the eumelanin
component.
It is probably a multi-gene character with variable expression and influenced by a pleiotropic
mechanism linked to the genes responsible for the synthesis of melanins.
From a genetic point of view, the nominal species (yellow beak) is autosomal recessive, compared to
the dominant subspecies (red beak).

Sexual dimorphism
The Long-tailed finch has an inconspicuous sexual dimorphism, however there are differences which
help identify the sexes.
Under the general profile females have a smaller structure and a less vibrant color.
In mutated phaeo and ino the residual pigments accentuate the dimorphism, in fact the females have
the zones of the elections clearer.
In particular, the bib design in the male is triangular in shape, while in the female it is narrower with
the round, teardrop-shaped base. The male's head, forehead and cheeks have a lighter and brighter
colour, pearl grey, while in the female the colour is darker, lead grey. Males have wider breeches /
pants and thicker quills (the 2 central rectrices).

Emilio De Flaviis
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Structure

The Long tail diamond must have a particularly slender harmonious shape with strong upper parts,
neck and chest and very tapered ventral area.
The head, trapezoidal in shape, very broad at the base of the neck, is well placed on the chest
leaning forward in relation to the belly.
The back is aligned with the tail turned slightly upward in the terminal part. (The back is aligned
with the tail which must have the two central rectrices of equal lengths and present a slight
harmonious curvature in the vertical plane).
A slight inflection is allowed at the level of the neck and rump.
In the transverse direction the subject must present a rather full and rounded silhouette (shape)
especially at the height of the chest.

Ph. Emilio De Flaviis
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(1) Pyramid shaped head with very wide base compared to the vertex
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CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE STTRUCTURE
Size
Head
Chest
Neck
Belly
Tail
Beak
Silhouette/Model

Too small
Too small, flat and / or narrow
Too prominent and / or fat
Too long and narrow
Heavier due to excess fat
Too short and / or thin
Too long
Heavy and not tapered
N.B. IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING

Pigment analysis
Considering that the colour is not a physical property of the objects that surround us, but rather a
decoding of our brain that recieves and elaborates some information coming from the environment
/ medium (the electromagnetic waves that affect the visible field).
In fact, each of us discriminates between the different chromatic nuances thanks to the set of
our visual system perceiving the range of waves reflected in space which determine the visible
spectrum.
Therefore, before analyzing this section of the judgment sheet it is essential , either for a correct
evaluation of subjects who, in order to understand the genetic mechanism of their mutations, to know
that the colouring is given either pigments, that by the special structure of the plumage.
Pigments are distinguished by:
lipochromes, which assign the coloring by means of the carotenoids assumed in the diet:
- astaxantina red color, luteine yellow color;
melanins which in turn are distinguished by:
- eumelanin, which attributes to the plumage, depending on the concentration, the colours from black
to dark brown;
- phaeomelanin, which attributes to the plumage, depending on the concentration, the colours from
rust to ocher yellow.
Lipochrome Lipochromes are fatty pigments, which are generated in birds, via their diet, and are deposited in the
feathers, giving them their specific relative color. They are soluble in oils and fats. This dye is also
observed in vegetables and called carotenoid, it gives rise to the yellow and red colours of the
plumage.
Different tones of lipochrome, depending on the concentration of the same on the feather, generates
precise gradations on the areas concerned (in the long tail beak and legs),
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Melanin.Melanins are the other major group of pigments that give animals colour. It is a dark pigment, which
is found in some cells of the body of animals. The main biological function is to protect individuals
from ultraviolet rays, by absorbing harmful radiation and converting energy into harmless heat
through a process called ultra-rapid internal conversion. This property allows melanin to dissipate
more than 99.9% of the radiation absorbed by heat.
These pigments are produced by the body, unlike lipochromes which are incorporated according to
their diet.
Black Eumelanin
Black eumelanin is a pigment present in all species of wild examples As the name suggests, it gives
the bird black tones, provided that the feathers have a normal structure that allows them to absorb any
light waves that it receives. As in lipochromes, black eumelanin can have infinite shades depending
on the degree of presence in the feather. The more concentrated the pigment, the more dark, intense
and shiny tones will be obtained.

All feathers have the keratin layer, which covers the central area of the feather, where the melanin
pigments are located.
Brown eumelanin
Brown eumelanin arrives by a mutation. This mutation causes an alteration of the enzymes involved
in the process of melanogenesis, reason for which changes are verified in the example and the
ancestral black eumelanina, turns brown.
By itself, this pigment has the same characteristics as black eumelanin. The only variation is the tone
it will bring to the bird's plumage.
Likewise, under the normal structure of the feather will produce brown and / or brown undertones.

As in the black eumelanin in the brown we can find infinite amounts of shades, which will change
from lighter to darker depending on the degree of concentration of the pigment that the feather has,
reaching very dark brown in cases of large concentration and tone, light beige or cream in areas of
wide dispersion.
Pheomelanin
Pheomelanin, like black eumelanin, is found in almost all birds in their ancestral (classic) form.
It is the most interesting pigment to analyze given the wide range of shades it offers us depending
on the degree of concentration, but mainly because unlike the pigments already considered (shades
and tone in the same range of colours) phaeomelanin has different colours (ocher yellow, rusty red,
light brown, etc.) and each of them with a greater or lesser degree of expression, depending on the
concentration of pigment on the feathers (eg: large) and / or feathers (small feathers). As well as due
to the effect of light waves first absorbed by the feather and then refracted in the case.
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Essential pigment distribution

EU distributed

PHAEO + composant EU

Lipochrome
concentrate +
composant EU
EU concentrate

PHAEO distributed
+ composant EU

EU distributed +
composant PHAEO

Pigment free
Lipochrome distributed

EU concentrate
EU concentrate
PHAEO distributed
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Essential districts evaluation
Lores

Nape

Back (shield)

Bib

Rump
Thighs

Favorites (edging)

Colour
The chromatic structure which determines the colour of the Long-tailed finch is composed of
melanin pigments (eumelanin and phaeomelanin), in addition to the lipochromes which, together
with the melanin component, give colour to the beak, and to a lesser extent to the legs (the beak is
yellow in the species) nominal and red in the subspecies hecki).
The general colouration varies from purple on the breast and belly to pearly grey on the head which
stands out well against the rusty brown on the back. The phenotype is complemented by the black
colour which affects the bib, thighs, lores and tail.
The rump is unaffected by any pigment and remains pure white in all mutations.
For all varieties, the colour should tend towards maximum saturation and uniformity of pigment
distribution.
The typical species, in addition to being different from the subspecies for the yellow beak, has
rather pink coloured legs and the general colour slightly more greyish especially in the underparts.
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CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF COLOUR

Beak
Bib – lore - Thighs
Back (shield)
Legs
Color tone
General colouring
Color tone

Two-tone or clear
Of uneven colour
Dorsal shield not uniform or grayish in tone
Clear
Shades of different colours between bib, thighs and lores
Too dark not uniform
Shades of different colours between bib, thighs and lores

N.B. IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING

Emilio De Flaviis
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Emilio De Flaviis

Emilio De Flaviis
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Eliseo Zambelli

Eliseo Zambelli
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Pattern / Drawing
The long tail finch is characterized by a particularly sober pattern: bib, thighs and lores are well
defined areas and contrast with the general colour.
For a positive evaluation of the pattern element, it is necessary that the areas identified above are
more or less visible in all the mutations, known today, with well-defined contours.
It is appreciable at the end of the judgment that their dimension is as extensive as possible, for a
positive evaluation, of the pattern section, it is necessary that the areas determined, are more or
less visible in all the mutations, known today, with well delimited contours.
Some spots are to be considered as a serious defect.
The other details that should be evaluated in the Pattern element are as follows :
• trapezoidal bib
• the line of demarcation between the neck and the back must be clear (clear, very obvious)
• the external flight feathers must have symmetrical whiskers (white thread at the base of the
wings)
• the outer rectrices should have symmetrical white markings
• well-defined, regular-shaped thighs
• lores of the same thickness of the eye with sharp contours.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE PATTERN
Bib
Thighs
Lores
Contrast

Edges not delimited. Elongated, narrow or too short shape
Irregular shape, too thin, undefined edges, asymmetrical on both sides
Cut, too thin, asymmetrical on both sides
(demarcation between neck and back) - Not very obvious, irregular
N.B. IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING
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Typical patterns of the Long tail finch.
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Plumage
Smooth and shiny, suitable, full, tight to the body. Good consistency especially in the points
covered with small feathers: lores, around the root of the beak, throat, periocular circle.
On the chest and on the back it must be very compact and of the right length, in order to avoid a
division between the feathers.
On the flanks and uppertail should be tight to the body, avoiding long, soft or ruffled feathers.
Very important the two central rectrices, must be of equal length, as thick as possible and of good
consistency to the tops.
Possible traces of juvenile plumage or in growth are to be penalized.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE PLUMAGE
Tail
Bid
Lores
Flanks
Wings

Flight feathers or rectrices missing or regrowing
Tail (rectrices) median (swords) , missing, thin, patchy, or growing
Plumage missing in the throat or curly
Rare plumage
Plumage too long, puffing or decomposing
Remiges missing, growing or damaged
N.B. IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING

Critical plumage points
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Attitude and Posture
The Long tailed Finch has a rather variable presentation; it alternates between the 45 ° position, in
normal pose on the perch at times of agitation with the body leaning forward, however the belly
should never touch the perch.
Well worn wings should be tight to the body and join together on the rump.
Parallel legs.
Vivid by nature must appear whilst being judged hopping between the perches without showing
nervousness.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE ATTITUDE AND POSTURE
Belly
Chest
Legs
Attitude

Leaning on the perch
Too unbalanced forward
Open (spread)
Subject at the floor of the cage
Subject restless or stressed
N.B. IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING

General condition
The bird must appear perfectly healthy and clean.
Feet and nails, must not present deformations or withering. Scarred or swollen areas are
considered blemishes.
The bill should not be scaled, chipped or serrated, the mandibles should join exactly and be of
equal length.
The eyes should be round, sharp, shiny and wide open. Cloudy or sleepy eyes are often a sign of
bad condition. The periocular circle must be regular, intact without presenting feathers embedded
in the outline.
The plumage should be clean without broken or damaged feathers.
Irreversible defects, mutilations or malformations determine the non-judgment of the subject.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE CONDITION
Tail
Wings
Legs
Bec
Nails
Cleanliness

Tail (rectrices) median (swords / tail nets) damaged, broken,
Broken or damaged flight feathers
Scaly or swollen, thickened
Chipped,
Too long, missing or twisted
Dirty bird
N.B. IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING
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MUTANTS

OFFICIAL NOMENCLATURE

CLASSIC

It defines the subjects, classic male and female, both yellowbilled (acuticauda acuticauda), and red-billed (acuticauda
hecki).

BROWN

It defines the subjects, male and female brown mutation, both
yellow-billed (acuticauda acuticauda), and red-billed
(acuticauda hecki).

GREY

It defines the subjects, male and female grEy mutation, both
yellow-billed (acuticauda acuticauda), and red-billed
(acuticauda hecki).

TOPAZ

It defines the subjects, male and female topaz mutation, both
yellow-billed (acuticauda acuticauda), and red-billed
(acuticauda hecki).

PHAEO

It defines the subjects, male and female phaeo mutation, both
yellow-billed (acuticauda acuticauda), and red-billed
(acuticauda hecki).

INO

It defines the subjects, male and female ino mutation, both
yellow-billed (acuticauda acuticauda), and red-billed
(acuticauda hecki).

NOTE:
 All descriptions will be preceded by the denomination “Long Tailed finch”
The combination of mutations will be defined by the addition of both mutations but will always
be preceded as per paragraph above.
For example:Brown Long tailed finch, cream-ino./ brown - Long tailed finch, topaz / grey
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COMPARATIVE CARD OF THE MUTATIONS

CLASSIC

PIGMENT
ANALYSIS

GENETIC
TRANSMISSION

BROWN

GREY

EU BLACK
EU BROWN
EU BLACK
EU BROWN
PHAEO
LIPOCHROME
PHAEO
LIPOCHROME
LIPOCHROME

TOPAZ

PHAEO

INO

EU BLACK
EU BROWN
PHAEO
LIPOCHROME

EU BROWN
PHAEO
LIPOCHROM
E

EU BROWN
LIPOCHROM
E

BASE FORM

SEX LINKED
RECESSIVE

AUTOSOMNAL
RECESSIVE

AUTOSOMNAL
RECESSIVE

AUTOSOMNAL
RECESSIVE

SEX LINKED
RECESSIVE

BEAK/BILL

CORAL RED
OR YELLOW

RED ORANGE
OR YELLOW

DARK CORAL
RED OR
YELLOW

CORAL RED
OR YELLOW

RED OR
YELLOW

RED OR
YELLOW

BIB

BLACK

CHESTNUT
BROWN

BLACK

BROWN

RUST

DARK BEIGE

THIGHS

BLACK

CHESTNUT
BROWN

BLACK

BROWN

RUST

DARK BEIGE

LORES

BLACK

CHESTNUT
BROWN

BLACK

BROWN

RUST

DARK BEIGE

TAIL

BLACK

CHESTNUT
BROWN

BLACK

BROWN

RUST

DARK BEIGE

HEAD

PEARL GREY

GREY BEIGE

PEARL GREY

GREY BEIGE

LIGHT RUST

WHITISH

EYES

BLACK

DARK BROWN

BLACK

BROWN

REDDISH
BROWN

RED

BACK (shield)

RUST BROWN

RUST BROWN

PEARL GREY

GREYISH
RUST

RUST

BEIGE

WINGS

BLACKISH
BROWN

BROWN

BLACKISH
GREY

WHITISH
BEIGE

CHEST and
BELLY

PURPLE

BEIGE PURPLE PEARL GREY

DARK
DARK RUST
GREYISH
RUST
BEIGE PURPLE BEIGE

RUMP

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

SUB-TAIL

WHITISH

WHITISH

WHITISH

WHITISH

WHITISH

WHITE
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WHITISH
BEIGE

ANALYSE THE MUTANT FORMS

Classic
The chromatism of the " Long tailed finch" is determined by a complete chromosomic kit which
is determined by the following pigments ; (EU) eumelanin - (PH) phaeomelanin (LIP) lipochrome.
A small band of eumelanin ( chestnut brown), with phaeomelanin gives brown tones to the cloak.
However the presence of EU brown which is variable and can produce very grey colouration.
greyish.

Eliseo Zambelli
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Coral red or yellow depending on the
species

BEAK (BILL)

Black
Black
Pearl Grey
Black
Rust Brown
Brown blackish

BIB
LORE
HEAD
EYES
BACK (shield)
WINGS

Black
Purple

THIGHS
CHEST and BELLY

White
Whitish

RUMP
SUB-TAIL

LIP concentrated +composant EU
(hechi)
LIP concentrated (acuticauda)
EU concentrated
EU concentrated
EU distributed
EU concentrated
PH + component EU
EU distributed + component PH
EU concentrated
PH distributed + component EU
Pigment free
PH distributed

Black
Chalky red

TAIL
CLAWS

EU concentrated
LIP distributed

Brown

NAILS

EU distributed + PH distributed

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY
• General colour not uniform (mottled)
• General greyish color
• Chest without purple reflections
• Opaque grey head
• Thigh or lores compared to the bib
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Brown
Sex linked recessive mutation.
It prevents the completion of the formation process of eumelanin, which remains brown in colour.
The phaeomelanin pigment remains unchanged. Lipochrome does not reach maximum saturation.

Coral red or yellow depending on the
species
Chestnut brown
Chestnut brown
Grey beige
Dark brown
Rust brown
Brown
Chestnut brown
Beige purple
White
Whitish
Chestnut brown
Chalky red
Brown

BEAK (BILL)

BIB
LORE
HEAD
EYES
BACK (shield)
WINGS
THIGHS
CHEST and BELLY
RUMP
SUB-TAIL
TAIL
CLAWS
NAILS

Note: the indication that refers to brown Eumelanin
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LIP concentrated +composant EU
(hechi)
LIP concentrated (acuticauda)
EU concentrated
EU concentrated
EU distributed
EU + PH concentrated
EU distributed
EU distributed + PH
EU concentrated
PH distributed + composant EU
Pigment free
PH distributed
EU concentrated
LIP distributed
EU distributed + PH distributed

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY
• Orange beak in the ssp hecki
• General colour not uniform (mottled)
• General colour too light
• Grey head
• Election areas too bright
• Clear nails

F.O.A. Andaluza

F.O.A. Andaluza
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Grey
Autosomal recessive mutation.
The mutation is characterized by the complete absence of pheomelanin which due to a process of
compensation increases the eumelanin pigment.

Coral red or yellow depending on the
species
Black
Black
Pearl Grey
Black
Pearl Grey
Grey blackish
Black
Pearl Grey
White
Whitish
Black
Chalky red
Brown

BEAK (BILL)

BIB
LORE
HEAD
EYES
BACK (shield)
WINGS
THIGHS
CHEST and BELLY
RUMP
SUB-TAIL
TAIL
CLAWS
NAILS

LIP concentrated +composant EU
(hechi)
LIP concentrated (acuticauda)
EU concentrated
EU concentrated
EU distributed
EU concentrated
EU distributed
EU distributed
EU concentrated
EU distributed
Pigment free
EU distributed
EU concentrated
LIP distributed
EU concentrated

Note: The shade of Eumelanin should be considered darker than the classic colour.
PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY
• Dark bill with blackish tip
• Dark chest and stomach
• Head and back without pearly reflection
• General colour rose
30

Topaz
Mutation is Autosomnal Recessive, allelic to the phaeomelanin form.
The mutation is characterised by the partial substitution of Eumelanin in Phaeomelanin.
The remaining amount of the Eumelanin is about 50%.

Eliseo Zambelli
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Coral red or yellow depending on the
species
Brown
Brawn
Grey beige
Brown
Greyish rust
Dark greyish rust
Brown
Beige purple
White
Whitish
Chestnut brown
Chalky red
Brown

BEAK (BILL)

BIB
LORE
HEAD
EYES
BACK (shield)
WINGS
THIGHS
CHEST and BELLY
RUMP
SUB-TAIL
TAIL
CLAWS
NAILS

LIP concentrated +composant EU
(hechi)
LIP concentrated (acuticauda)
PH + EU concentrated
PH + EU concentrated
EU + PH distributed
EU + PH concentrated
EU + PH distributed
PH + EU distributed
PH + EU concentrated
PH + EU distributed
Pigment free
PH distributed
PH + EU concentrated
LIP distributed
EU distributed + PH distributed

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY
• General colour not uniform (mottled)
• General colour shows too much phaeomelanin
• Grey head
• Election areas too bright
• Non-compliant colour election zones

Classic subject and topaz mutation yellow-billed.

Eliseo Zambelli
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PHAEOMELANIN
Autosomal recessive mutation. The mutation is characterized only by phaeomelanin synthesis, by
which eumelanin is completely replaced.

Hecki phaeo mutation

Foto e allevamento A.Paparella
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Red or yellow depending on the
species
Rust
Rust
Light rust
Reddish brown
Rust
Dark rust
Rust
Beige
White
Whitish
Rust
Chalky red
Light rust

BEAK (BILL)

BIB
LORE
HEAD
EYES
BACK (shield)
WINGS
THIGHS
CHEST and BELLY
RUMP
SUB-TAIL
TAIL
CLAWS
NAILS

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY

• Clear bill
• Sombre election zones
• Greyish head
• Dark tail
• Non-compliant colour election zones
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LIP concentrated (hechi)
LIP concentrated (acuticauda)
PH concentrated

PH concentrated
PH distributed
PH concentrated
PH distributed
PH distributed
PH concentrated
PH distributed
Pigment free
PH distributed
PH concentrated
LIP distributed
PH distributed

Ino
Sex linked recessive inheritance The mutation is characterized by the total disappearance of black
eumelanin and phaeomelanin, with partial presence of brown eumelanin.
EU black total inhibition. EU partial brown. PH total inhibition. LIP 100%.
Note:
The standard is related to the "ino" mutation applied on the black-brown base (classic).
The eventual combination with the brown mutation will result in subjects with much more
colour saturated phenotype and will be judged as "ino brown" (satinette).

Hecki INO
Red or yellow depending on the
species
Dark beige
Dark beige
Whitish
Red
Beige
Whitish beige
Dark beige
Whitish beige
White
Whitish
Dark beige
Chalky red
Whit

BEAK (BILL)

BIB
LORE
HEAD
EYES
BACK (shield)
WINGS
THIGHS
CHEST and BELLY
RUMP
SUB-TAIL
TAIL
CLAWS
NAILS

Note: the indication EU refers to brown eumelanin 35

LIP concentrated (hechi)
LIP concentrated (acuticauda)
EU distributed
EU distributed
PH distributed
PH concentrated
EU distributed
EU distributed
EU distributed
EU distributed
Pigment free
Pigment free
EU distrubuted
LIP distributed
Pigment free

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY

• Clear or non-uniform election zones (areas pigment
concentration)
• Sombre election zones
• Non-compliant colour election zones

Enea Ciccarelli

Foto e allevamento A.Paparella
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PHENOTYPE DIFFERENCES

Hecki classic and Topaz mutation

Brown mutation and combination of mutation in the Hecki sub-species
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Topaz mutation and mutation combination red beak

Phaeomelanin and classic yellow-billed
mutation
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Hecki Phaeo and Topaz mutation

Mutazione TOPAZIO e FEO becco GIALLO

Eliseo Zambelli
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COMBINATIONS OF THE MOST RECURRING MUTATIONS
GREY BROWN - GREY TOPAZ OR PHAEO – BROWN INO - GREY INO - PHAEO INO

Hecki combination of mutations

Eliseo Zambelli
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Various red-billed and yellow-billed mutations

BLACK-THROATED FINCH
( Poephila cincta)

Distribution, habitat et taxonomy
The range of this species extends from the Cape York Peninsula in a south-easterly direction through
the Queensland coastal strip to northern New South Wales.
The habitat of this bird, unlike its congeners (lovers of the great outdoors) is represented by dry bushy
and wooded areas with the presence of permanent freshwater sources.
They are mainly grain-eating birds, which they access by cracking the husk on the seeds using their
strong beaks. They also don't refuse other foods of plant origin, such as fruits, berries, and sprouts,
just as they can occasionally feed on small insects (especially termites, which are caught when they
swarm during the rainy season).
Basically sedentary, they live in small groups, hardly made up of more than 30 individuals: they move
in the vegetation with great caution, keeping in contact with each other with continuous calls.

Di Nrg800 - Opera propria, CC BY-SA 3.0,

The Black-Troated Finch in nature exhibits an obvious phenotypic variability for the most determined
by the rump: white in the nominal species and black in the subspecies. This polymorphism is also
characterized by a different distribution range. In particular, the nominal species (white rump)
occupies the eastern territories of more southern Queensland, while the subspecies (black rump) the
northern ones to Cape York Peninsula. This polymorphism is not always obvious because in the areas
of overlap there are half-breeds which generate intermediate forms. Selection in a controlled
environment was based on nominal species for which the reared animals were all white-rumped with
a more saturated phaeomelanin colour.
• Nominal species - Poephila cincta cincta, characterized by the white rump.
• Subspecies - Poephila cincta atropygialis, characterized by the black rump.
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Poephila cincta atropygialis

Poephila cincta cincta

Sexual dimorphism
The Black-Troated Finch has an inconspicuous sexual dimorphism, however to determine the sex
there are some differences which allow the identification of males from females.
Basically, the male has a more imposing structure and more vivid colours. In particular, the head has
a pearly colour with whitish cheek areas, while in the female it takes on a rather uniform lead grey
colour. The bib and thighs are wider in males and the general colour, especially on the back, denotes
a more intense rust tint. Females have more subdued tones tending to brown.
The sexual dimorphism becomes more evident in the mutated subjects, Brun, Ino and Phaeo where
the males have a more obvious melanin saturation. An unmistakable behavioral feature, in addition
to the song, is the peculiar attitude the male adopts with repeated extensions of the head to highlight
the towering nature of the bib.
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M
F

Enea Ciccarelli

Structure
The Black-Troated Finch is a bird that has a particularly harmonious structure, collected, imposing
and rounded especially in the head / neck block, with a short tail and a length of about 12 cm. This
shape also extends to the lower parts which should be full and rounded and form a harmonious line
with the chest.
The back is linked to the head without hollow and it scrolls in the tail . At the base it corresponds
with the two central rectrices at the tip that they protrude by only a few millimeters. The head
should be trapezoidal in shape with the widest possible bases and with a short bill, wide at the base
and with a moderately hooked tip.

Lucas Aranda
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CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE STRUCTURE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Size - Too small
Head - Too small, flat and / or narrow
Chest - Narrow and not very large
Neck - Pronounced, long and narrow
Belly - Heavy with excess fat or too tapered
Tail - Too long or with too excessive central rectrices
Beak - Too long or thin
Form - Tapered without showing majesty
N.B. IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING

Pigment analysis
The Black-Troated Finch is characterized by a rather sober phenotype, with well-defined and
contrasting colour areas.
The pigments which determine the phenotype are exclusively melanin (eumelanin and
phaeomelanin) which, with various gradations, determine the concentrated areas (bib, lores and
thighs) up to a black colour and the diluted areas almost white. The important thing is the
phaeomelanin synthesis which mainly affects the back and the lower areas, the chest, the stomach
and the flanks, with very concentrated gradations which determine the quality of exposure. The only
pigment-free area, which remains intact even in all mutant forms, is the pure white rump.
Therefore, before analyzing this section of the judgment sheet it is essential , either for a correct
evaluation of subjects who, in order to understand the genetic mechanism of their mutations, to know
that the colouring is given either pigments, that by the special structure of the plumage.
Pigments are distinguished by:
lipochromes, which assign the coloring by means of the carotenoids assumed in the diet:
- astaxantina red color, luteine yellow color;
melanins which in turn are distinguished by:
- eumelanin, which attributes to the plumage, depending on the concentration, the colours from black
to dark brown;
- phaeomelanin, which attributes to the plumage, depending on the concentration, the colours from
rust to ocher yellow.
Lipochrome Lipochromes are fatty pigments, which are generated in birds, via their diet, and are deposited in the
feathers, giving them their specific relative color. They are soluble in oils and fats. This dye is also
observed in vegetables and called carotenoid, it gives rise to the yellow and red colours of the
plumage.
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Different tones of lipochrome, depending on the concentration of the same on the feather, generates
precise gradations on the areas concerned (in the long tail beak and legs),

Melanin.Melanins are the other major group of pigments that give animals colour. It is a dark pigment, which
is found in some cells of the body of animals. The main biological function is to protect individuals
from ultraviolet rays, by absorbing harmful radiation and converting energy into harmless heat
through a process called ultra-rapid internal conversion. This property allows melanin to dissipate
more than 99.9% of the radiation absorbed by heat.
These pigments are produced by the body, unlike lipochromes which are incorporated according to
their diet.
Eumelanin black
Black eumelanin is a pigment present in all species of wild examples . As the name suggests, it gives
the bird black tones, provided that the feathers have a normal structure that allows them to absorb any
light waves that it receives. As in lipochromes, black eumelanin can have infinite shades depending
on the degree of presence in the feather. The more concentrated the pigment, the more dark, intense
and shiny tones will be obtained.

All feathers have the keratin layer, which covers the central area of the feather, where the melanin
pigments are located.
Eumelanin brown
Brown eumelanin arrives by a mutation. This mutation causes an alteration of the enzymes involved
in the process of melanogenesis, reason for which changes are verified in the example and the
ancestral black eumelanina, turns brown.
By itself, this pigment has the same characteristics as black eumelanin. The only variation is the tone
it will bring to the bird's plumage.
Likewise, under the normal structure of the feather will produce brown and / or brown undertones.

As in the black eumelanin in the brown we can find infinite amounts of shades, which will change
from lighter to darker depending on the degree of concentration of the pigment that the feather has,
reaching very dark brown in cases of large concentration and tone, light beige or cream in areas of
wide dispersion.
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Pheomelanin
Pheomelanin, like black eumelanin, is found in almost all birds in their ancestral (classic) form.
It is the most interesting pigment to analyze given the wide range of shades it offers us depending on
the degree of concentration, but mainly because unlike the pigments already considered (shades and
tone in the same range of colours) phaeomelanin has different colours (ocher yellow, rusty red, light
brown, etc.) and each of them with a greater or lesser degree of expression, depending on the
concentration of pigment on the feathers (eg: large) and / or feathers (small feathers). As well as due
to the effect of light waves first absorbed by the feather and then refracted in the case.

Essential pigment distribution

EUmelanin diluted
/distributed

EUmelanin
satured/
concentrate

Phaeomelanin satured/
concentrate

EUmelanin +
phaeomelanin

Pigment free

Phaeomelanin diluted/
distributed

Essential districts evaluation
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Colour
The chromatic structure that determines the colour of the Black-Troated Finch is simply composed
of melanin pigments (eumelanin and phaeomelanin).
The general colouration varies from rust on the breast and belly to pearly grey on the head which
stands out well against the bright brown rust on the back. The phenotype is complemented by the
black colour which affects the bib, thighs, lores, tail and beak.
The rump is unaffected by any pigment and remains pure white in all mutations.
For all varieties, the colour should tend towards maximum saturation and uniformity of pigment
distribution.
The atropygialis subspecies, besides being different from the typical species for the black rump,
presents a general colour lighter with a pinkish tint.
Females are generally duller in colour and have a lead grey head without the characteristic whitish
ear areas of males.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE COLOUR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Head - Colour too dark without pearly reflection
Beack – Colour washed at the base
Bib, lores and thighs - Colour a different tone
Back (shield) - Not uniform or greyish in tone
Rump - Infiltrated with dark feathers
Legs - Clear
Colour tone - Faded
N.B THE IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING
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Rag Schoonvliet
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Enea Ciccarelli

Pattern
The Black-Troated Finch is characterized by a particularly sober pattern: bib, thighs and lores are
well defined areas and contrasted with the general colour.
It is appreciable at the end of judging that their dimensions are as extensive as possible.
For a positive evaluation, of the pattern section, it is necessary that the over determined areas be
more or less visible in all the mutations known today, with well defined outlines.
Presence of ticks it is to be considered a serious defect.
Other details that should be evaluated in the Pattern section are as follows:
* trapezoidal bib. It is allowed to be slightly oval in females
* the line of demarcation between the neck and the back must be clear
* thighs well defined, wide and of regular shape
* lores, the same thickness as the eye and symmetrical.
A phaeomelanin dorsal shield between the wings and the neck is to be considered valuable.
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Typical patterns of the Black-Troated Finch
CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bib - Fuzzy edges. Elongated, narrow or of a too short shape
Lores - Interrupted, too thin, unsymmetrical (on both sides)
Thighs - Irregular shape, too thin, poorly defined margins, not
symmetrical (on both sides)
Neck - Neck / back spaces not obvious or fuzzy
Cheek - Not obvious or fuzzy
Back - Not obvious dorsal shield
N.B THE IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING

Plumage
Silky, smooth and shiny, composed, full and tight to the body. Good consistency especially in the
points covered with small feathers: lores, around the root of the beak and throat, periocular circle.
On the chest and on the back it must be very compact and of the right length, in order to avoid a
division between the feathers.
The flanks and uppertail should be tight to the body, avoiding long, soft or ruffled feathers.
Very important the two central rectrices, must be of equal length, as thick as possible and of good
consistency to the tops.
Possible traces of juvenile plumage or in growth are to be penalized.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE PLUMAGE
1
2
3
4

Tail - Remiges or rectrices missing or regrowing
Wings - Secondary rectrices missing, uneven, damaged
Lores - Plumage too rare
Bib - Plumage missing in the throat or frilly
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5
6

Chest - Presence of central fault
Flanks -Flaccid plumage, soft with puffs or frills
N.B THE IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING
Attitude and posture

Usually calm and confident habit with a position about 40 ° from the horizontal plane, with the
belly plumage never touching the perch.
Wings well carried, tight to the body and joining on the rump. Parallel legs.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS ATTITUDE AND POSTURE
1
2
3
4

Belly - Crouching on the perch
Chest - Too unbalanced at the front
Legs - Open (spread)
Posture -Subject on the floor of the cage - Subject agitated or stressed
N.B THE IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING
Conditions

The bird must appear perfectly healthy and clean.
Feet and nails, must not present deformations or deterioration. Scarred or swollen areas are
considered defects.
The beak should not be scaly, chipped or serrated, the mandibles should meet exactly and be of
equal length.
The eyes should be round, sharp, shiny and wide open. Cloudy or sleepy eyes are often a sign of
bad condition. The periocular circle should be regular and well furnished with feathers.
Plumage must be clean without broken or damaged feathers.
CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE CONDITIONS
1
2
3

Tail - Not intact, with broken or bent feathers
Wings -Remiges broken or damaged
Beak - Chipped or scaly
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4
5
6

Legs - Scaly or swollen, thickened
Nails - Too long or missing or twisted
Cleanliness - Dirty
Irreversible defects, mutilations or malformations mean the non-judgment of the
subject.
N.B THE IMPORTANCE OF DEFECTS IS DECREASING

FORMES MUTANTS
OFFICIAL NOMENCLATURE
CLASSIC

It defines the subjects, classic male and female

BROWN

It defines the subjects, male and female brown mutation

GREY

It defines the subjects, male and female grey mutation

TOPAZ

It defines the subjects, male and female topaz mutation

PHAEO
INO
CLASSIC black rump

It defines the subjects, male and female phaeo mutation
It defines the subjects, male and female ino mutation
It defines the subjects, male and female of the atropygialis
subspecies

NOTE:
 All descriptions will be preceded by the denomination “Black-Troated Finch”
 The combination of mutations will be defined by the addition of both mutations but will
always be preceded as per paragraph above.
For example: Black-Troated Finch, brown ino;
Black-Troated Finch topaz ino.

COMPARATIVE CARD OF THE MUTATIONS
CLASSIC
PIGMENT
ANALYSIS

EU BLACK
EU BROWN
PHAEO
LIPOCHROME

TOPAZ

PHAEO

INO

EU BLACK

EU BLACK
EU BROWN
PHAEO

EU BROWN
PHAEO

EU BROWN

BLACK

SEX LINKED
RECESSIVE
DARK
CHESTNUT
BROWN

AUTOSOMAL
RECESSIVE
BLACK

AUTOSOMAL
RECESSIVE
CHESTNUT
BROWN

AUTOSOMAL
REVESSIVE
RUST

SEX LINKED
RECESSIVE
FLESHCOLOURED

DARK
CHESTNUT
BROWN

BLACK

CHESTNUT
BROWN

RUST

BEIGE

BLACK

DARK
CHESTNUT
BROWN

BLACK

CHESTNUT
BROWN

RUST

BEIGE

BIB

THIGHS

GREY

EU BROWN
PHAEO

GÉNÉTIC
TRANSMISSION BASE FORM

BEAK/ BILL

BROWN

BLACK
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MALE
PEARL GREY

DARK
CHESTNUT
BROWN
MALE
LIGHT BEIGE

FEMALE
LEAD GREY

FEMALE
DARK BEIGE

CHEEK

PEARL GREY

LIGHT BEIGE

EYES

BLACK

DARK
CHESTNUT
BROWN

BACK (shield)

DARK
RUST

RUST

WINGS

BROWNISH
BLACK

LORES

BLACK

HEAD

BLACK

CHESTNUT
BROWN

RUST

BEIGE

MALE
PEARL BLUE
GREY
FEMALE
LEAD BLUE
GREY

MALE
LIGHT BEIGE

MALE
LIGHT RUST

MALE
WHITISH

FEMALE
DARK BEIGE

FEMALE
RUST

FEMALE
WHITISH

PEARL BLUE
GREY
BLACK

LIGHT BEIGE

LIGHT RUST

WHITISH

CHESTNUT
BROWN

LIGHT
CHESTNUT
BROWN

RED

GREY

RUST

LIGHT RUST

LIGHT BEIGE

CHESTNUT
BROWN

DARK RUST

LIGHT BEIGE

DARK GREY
PEARL GREY

BROWNISH
RUST

LIGHT RUST

WHITISH

LIGHT PEARL
GREY
WHITE

LIGHT RUST

LIGHT RUST

WHITISH

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

BLACK

CHESTNUT
BROWN

RUST

BEIGE

WHITISH

WHITISH

WHITISH

WHITISH

CHEST

BROWNISH
RUST

DARK
CHESTNUT
BROWN
BROWNISH
RUST

BELLY

LIGHT RUST

LIGHT RUST

RUMP

SUB-TAIL

WHITE
WHITE
(ATROPYGIALIS
BLACK)
BLACK
DARK
CHESTNUT
BROWN
WHITISH
WHITISH

CLAWS

REDDISH

REDDISH

REDDISH

REDDISH

REDDISH

REDDISH

NAILS

BLACKISH

BROWNISH

BLACKISH

BROWNISH

FLESHCOLOURED

FLESHCOLOURED

TAIL

ANALYSIS OF THE MUTATNT TYPES
Classic
The general colour can be considered, at first glance, chestnut brown / rust with the pattern, (lores,
bib and thighs) and the tail of black colour, the head cerulean grey, lower abdomen and under-tail
whitish. The rump is totally pure white, and it remains so in all mutant forms. The atropygialis
subspecies makes exception that it is black and it merges with the tail. The colour of the head in
the classic must always be shiny pearly with whitening in the ear areas.
The female has a darker head tending to lead grey. The general defined colour brown varies a lot
in different areas. Particularly on the back (shield) it is a bright rust, while on the wings it is dark
chestnut brown with purplish reflections. The chest is still chestnut brown / rust but with a more
muted (dull) tone.
Although presenting a consistent eumelanin saturation it should not be infiltrated by phaeomelanin
areas, that sometimes presents / displays little uniformity in that infiltrate eumelanin shades.
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Breeding and photo Mario Procida

Black
Black
Black
Pearl grey (lead grey in the female)
Black
Bright Rust
Brownish Grey
Black
Chestnut Brown / Rust

BEAK/BILL
BIB
LORES
HEAD
EYES
BACK (shield)
WINGS
flight feathers and remiges
THIGHS
CHEST

Light Rust
Whitish
White
Black

BELLY
SUB-TAIL
RUMP
TAIL

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY
• Clear beak at the base (on the point of attack)
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EU concentrated
EU concentrated
EU concentrated
EU distributed
EU concentrated
EU distributed + PH concentrated
EU distributed + PH concentrated
EU concentrated
EU +PH distributed
PH distributed
PH distributed
Pigment free
EU concentrated

• Breast light or not uniform
• Depigmented wings
• Dark back shield
• Dark head
• General colour not uniform

Breeding and photo Mario Procida

Clearly visible black thighs and white rump

Brown
The Brown mutation, of qualitative type, it prevents the complete oxidation of the melanins which
therefore remain brown, with the result of obtaining a subject of a general brown colour with the
light beige head and the areas of choice very dark brown.
The distinctive areas (lores, bib, thighs) and the tail must in any case keep the space (contrast) with
the background colour of the subject, like the neck / back space it must remain sharp and
contrasting. The Brown mutation must retain the saturation of the pigments as in the classic ,
possible dilutions constitute serious defects.
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Breeding and photo Mario Procida
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Emilio De Flaviis

Dark chestnut brown

BEAK/BILL
BIB

EU brown concentrated
EU brown concentrated

LORES

EU brown concentrated

HEAD
EYES

EU brown distributed
EU brown concentrated

BACK (shield)

EU brown distrobuted
PH concentrated
EU brown distributed +
PH concentrated
EU brown concentrated

Dark chestnut brown
Dark chestnut brown
Beige, lighter on the cheeks of the male
Blackish chestnut brown
Bright rust
Chestnut brown / rust

WINGS
flight feathers and remiges
THIGHS

Dark chestnut brown
CHEST
Chestnut brown / rust
Light rust
Whitish
White
Dark chestnut brown

BELLY
SUB-TAIL
RUMP
TAIL

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY
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EU brown + PH distributed
PH distributed
PH distributed
Pigment free
EU brown concentrated

• Clear beak
• Zones of choice/areas and tail too light
• Zones of choice / areas and tail colour not uniform
• General colour too light (diluted)
• Dark back shield

GREY

The grey mutation, of a qualitative type, does not modify the saturation of the pigments but in their
formation the pheomelanin synthesis does not take place, for which the melanosomes contain only
eumelanin.
The result is a phenotype determined solely by the black pigment, which for obvious compensatory
reasons the pigmented parts are darker. Obviously the parts which on the classic are subject to less
phaeomelanin deposits remain light because the compensation does not take place the most loaded
areas become dark grey.
The distinctive areas (bib, thighs and lores) and tail, assume a purer black tone which contrasts well
with the pearly parts of the head and underparts.
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Breeding and photos Mario Procida

Black
Intense black
Intense black
Pearl grey (lead grey in the female)
Black
Cerulean grey
Dark grey
Intense black
Cerulean grey
Whitish
White
White

BEAK/BILL
BIB
LORES
HEAD
EYES
BACK (shield)
WINGS
flight feathers and remiges
THIGHS
CHEST
BELLY
SUB-TAIL
RUMP
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EU concentrated
EU concentrated
EU concentrated
EU distributed
EU concentrated
EU distributed
EU distributed
EU concentrated
EU distributed
EU distributed
EU distributed
Pigment free

Black

TAIL

EU concentrated

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY

• Pinkish underparts
• Not very obvious back shield
• Pink back shield
• General opaque colour
• Lower areas too dark

Breeding and photo Mario Procida

Topaz
The Topaz mutation, allelle to phaeomelanin is qualitative, it partially prevents the production of
eumelanin, leaving unchanged phaeomelanin saturation, which obviously is reinforced by
compensation. The result is an overall chestnut brown / rust tone phenotype with the distinctive
blackish brown designs and rusty upperparts with a greyish undertone. The head and underparts
assume a greyish beige tone with dark brown bill.
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“Manual de juzgamiento Estrildidos” – FOA-

Blackish chestnut brown
Chestnut brown / dark rust
Chestnut brown / dark rust
Beige, lighter on cheeks of the male
Blackish chestnut brown
Bright rust
Greyish rust
Blackish chestnut brown

BEAK/BILL
BIB
LORES
HEAD
EYES
BACK (shield)
WINGS
flight feathers and remiges
THIGHS
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EU + PH concentrated
EU + PH concentrated
EU + PH concentrated
EU + PH distributed
EU + PH concentrated
PH concentrated
EU distributed + PH concentrated
EU + PH concentrated

Chestnut brown / rust

CHEST

Light rust
Whitish
White
Blackish chestnut brown

BELLY
SUB-TAIL
RUMP
TAIL

EU distributed + PH concentrated
PH distributed
PH distributed
Pigment free
EU + PH concentrated

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY

• Clear and irregular beak
• Pheomelanin back without shades of grey
• Bib, thighs and lores too light
• Neck / back space (contrast) not visible
• Lower areas of uneven color

Phaeomelanic
The phaeomelanin mutation is of a qualitative type, prevents the production of eumelanins, leaving
the phaeomelanin saturation unaltered, which obviously is reinforced by compensation. The result
is a general beige / rust undertone phenotype with distinctive patterns and dark rust tail and beige
/ rust upperparts giving the subject a rather uniform tone. The head assumes a beige colour, which
retains the pearly tone on vertex and cheeks, especially in males. The underparts take on a light
beige tint that it shades into the whitish in the undertail. The bill takes on a chesnut brown / rust
tint.
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Breeding and photo Mario Procida

Chestnut brown / rust

BEAK/BILL

Dark rust
Dark rust
Beige, lighter on the cheeks of the male
Reddish brown
Bright rust

PH concentrated
PH concentrated

BIB
LORES
HEAD
EYES
BACK (shield)
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PH concentrated
PH distributed
PH distributed
PH concentrated

Beige / rust
Dark rust
Beige / light rust

WINGS
flight feathers and remiges
THIGHS
CHEST

PH concentrated
PH concentrated
PH distributed

Beige / light rust
Whitish
White
Dark rust

BELLY
SUB-TAIL
rump
TAIL

PH distributed
PH distributed
Piogment free
PH concentrated

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY

• Too dark and irregular beak
• General colour too dark
• Bib, thigh and lores too dark
• Neck / back space (contrast) not visible
• Lower areas of uneven colour

ph. FOA ANDALUZA

Ino
The quantitative mutation Ino, extreme riduzione factor "rd," prevents the deposition of eumelanin
and phaeomelanin, with the result of obtaining a subject with a general whitish colour and with the
back slightly darker thanks to the residue of brown eumelanin which resists mutant action.
The bib, lores, thighs and tail are light brown in colour. The head is white with fleshy beak. The
eye is red due to eu / phaeomelanin inhibition.
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FOA ANDALUZA

Flesh colour
Clear chestnut brown
Clear chestnut brown
White
Dark red
Whitish
Light beige
Clear chestnut brown
Light beige
Light beige
White
White
Clear chestnut brown

BEAK/BILL
BIB
LORES
HEAD
EYES
BACK (shield)
WINGS
flight feathers and remiges
THIGHS
CHEST
BELLY
SUB-TAIL
rump

TAIL

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY

• Beak with lipochrome shades
• Bib, thighs and lores clear or not uniform between them
• General colour too light
• Eye too dark
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Pigment free
EU brown concentrated
EU brown concentrated
Pigment free
Pigment free
EU brown distributed
EU brown distributed
EU brown concentrated
EU brown distributed
EU brown distributed
Pigment free
Pigment free
EU brown concentrated

COMBINATIONS OF THE MOST RECURRING MUTATIONS
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PHENOTYPIC DIFFERENCES

Emilio De Flaviis
Topaz and classic Black-throated finch

D. Bavetta Bruno e classico– E, Ciccarelli

Brown and classic Black-throated finch
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MASKED FINCH
( Poephila personata)

Distribution, habitat and taxonomy
The masked finch occupies an area which overlaps that of the long tail and bib species This includes
a large part of the northern coast of Australia, of the Kimberley chain, (principally in the eastern area),
towards the east through the Northern Territory up to the southern shores of the Gulf of Carpentaria.
It prefers open, arid areas and grassy bushes; it is often seen near inhabited areas where water is
readily available. It has essentially granivorous habits, small seeds that it breaks with a strong beak,
even if it does also feed on fruits, shoots, leaves and supplements its diet with termites, flying ants,
small spiders and larvae.
Like other congeners, it drinks by keeping its beak submerged in water without raising its head.
Basically sedentary, during the day it moves in pairs or in small groups, which tend to stay on the
ground for food. During periods of drought, they move in flocks, also with the congeners in search
of puddles and wetter areas.
Aptitudinally, it is a monogamous species, which by instinct remains united in pairs.
The breeding season is not well defined, but Masked Diamonds tend to breed immediately after the rainy
season.

A: sous-espèce nominale – B: ssp. lucotis
(Di Nrg800 - Opera propria, CC BY-SA 3.0),
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Respect to the two other species of the genus Poephila (Long-tailed finch and Black-throated fnch),
the Masked finch has different characters, both somatic and behavioral. It has a smaller size and an
intense rusty base colour that unequivocally sets it apart from the more or less, greyish tones of others.
The blackish mask that characterizes the head is typical, and unites with a substantial forehead design, a goatee
and lores. Like the congeners, it has the white rump and the central, lance-tipped rectrices are different either
from the Longtail (swords) than from those of the bib which are just mentioned.
Particularly striking is the stocky yellow beak, with a broad root well emphasized by the black mask.

Beyond the nominal species the subspecies with white cheeks or (Diamond mask white ears) stands
out, rare in captivity, with similar characteristics but distribute in different area, that they have
defended the biodiversity:
They have two subspecies:
• Poephila personata personata the nominal subspecies, diffuse in part of Northern Australia,
from the Kimberley Range (mainly in the eastern zone) eastwards through Northern Territory to
the southern edges of the Gulf of Carpentaria towards south approximately to 140 ° E.
• Poephila personata leucotis, diffuse in the eastern part of the North Australian range, from
Cape York and the eastern coast of the Gulf of Carpentaria southwards to about 19 ° S.
In particular, the leucotis subspecies is slightly smaller. It differs from the nominal species by the
tone of the general colour,cooler but with the head more brown and in particular for the whitish area
present at the sides of the mask and under the throat, ear area and the white area in front of the thigh
band . The bill is paler yellow.
The breeding in a controlled environment is based exclusively on the nominal species, the leucotis
subspecies is practically not present in domestic strains, which has avoided the crossbreeding
that often characterized the long-tailed congener with harmful intermediate forms to the correct
selection.

DIAMANTE MASQUE O ENMASCARADO

Poephila personata personata

DIAMANTE MASQUE MEJILLAS BLANCAS
Poephila personata leucotis
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Sexual dimorphism

Like all the genus poephila the Masked finch is also characterized by sexual dimorphism which is not
very obvious, in its case it is even more difficult to determine.
The colour, similar in both sexes does not help us very much, it is necessary to refer to the extension
of the mask, which in the female is presented slightly more reduced be on the vertex around the eyes.
In particular, the facial triangle of the male extends almost to fully include the periocular circle, while
that of the female lacks it.
Another particular, often less reliable, is the wider ‘pants’ in the male.
Often times the characteristic and repetitive song of the male helps us but it does not help us greatly,
as it is only possible to hear in the reproductive period.
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Coppia di Diamante mascherato - Poephila personata (foto www.danolsen.dk) (Agraria.org)
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Structure
The Masked finch,in respect to the other two species of Genus Poephila (Long-tailed Finch and
Black Throated finch) has a smaller size and a more slender shape. The broad, well-proportioned
head has a robust, short bill, broad at the base and moderately hooked.
The back straight and aligned with the tail determines a length of approximately 13.5 / 14.5 cm.
The tail should be sturdy, broad at the point of attachment and spear-shaped

:

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE STRUCTURE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Head - Narrow, small or pointed
Beak - Small or too long
Chest - Prominent in relation to the ventral line
Size - Too small
Abdomen - Prominent or heavy due to excess fat
Tail - Slim, short, not at the tip of a spear
Neck - Pronounced, long and narrow
N.B. THE IMPORTANCE OF DECREASING DEFECTS
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Lucas Aranda - Wikipedia
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Pigment analysis
Like the other two species belonging to the genus poephila, the masked finch is also characterized
by a rather sober phenotype, with well-defined areas that contrast with the background colour. The
pigments which determine the phenotype are exclusively of the melanin type (eumelanin and
pheomelanin) which with various gradations determine the concentrated areas (mask and thighs) up
to the black colour and the diluted areas almost white. Important is the pheomelanin synthesis which
massively affects the whole subject, defining the general colour intense rust. The only pigment-free
area that remains intact even in all mutant forms, such as congeners, is the pure white rump.
Therefore, before analyzing this section of the judgment sheet it is essential , either for a correct
evaluation of subjects who, in order to understand the genetic mechanism of their mutations, to know
that the colouring is given either pigments, that by the special structure of the plumage.
Pigments are distinguished by:
lipochromes, which assign the coloring by means of the carotenoids assumed in the diet:
- astaxantina red color, luteine yellow color;
melanins which in turn are distinguished by:
- eumelanin, which attributes to the plumage, depending on the concentration, the colours from black
to dark brown;
- phaeomelanin, which attributes to the plumage, depending on the concentration, the colours from
rust to ocher yellow.
Lipochrome Lipochromes are fatty pigments, which are generated in birds, via their diet, and are deposited in the
feathers, giving them their specific relative color. They are soluble in oils and fats. This dye is also
observed in vegetables and called carotenoid, it gives rise to the yellow and red colours of the
plumage.
Different tones of lipochrome, depending on the concentration of the same on the feather, generates
precise gradations on the areas concerned (in the long tail beak and legs),

Melanin.Melanins are the other major group of pigments that give animals colour. It is a dark pigment, which
is found in some cells of the body of animals. The main biological function is to protect individuals
from ultraviolet rays, by absorbing harmful radiation and converting energy into harmless heat
through a process called ultra-rapid internal conversion. This property allows melanin to dissipate
more than 99.9% of the radiation absorbed by heat.
These pigments are produced by the body, unlike lipochromes which are incorporated according to
their diet.
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Eumelanin
Black eumelanin is a pigment present in all species of wild examples . As the name suggests, it gives
the bird black tones, provided that the feathers have a normal structure that allows them to absorb any
light waves that it receives. As in lipochromes, black eumelanin can have infinite shades depending
on the degree of presence in the feather. The more concentrated the pigment, the more dark, intense
and shiny tones will be obtained.

All feathers have the keratin layer, which covers the central area of the feather, where the melanin
pigments are located.
Brown eumelanin arrives by a mutation. This mutation causes an alteration of the enzymes involved
in the process of melanogenesis, reason for which changes are verified in the example and the
ancestral black eumelanina, turns brown.
By itself, this pigment has the same characteristics as black eumelanin. The only variation is the tone
it will bring to the bird's plumage.
Likewise, under the normal structure of the feather will produce brown and / or brown undertones.

As in the black eumelanin in the brown we can find infinite amounts of shades, which will change
from lighter to darker depending on the degree of concentration of the pigment that the feather has,
reaching very dark brown in cases of large concentration and tone, light beige or cream in areas of
wide dispersion.
Pheomelanin, like black eumelanin, is found in almost all birds in their ancestral (classic) form.
It is the most interesting pigment to analyze given the wide range of shades it offers us depending
on the degree of concentration, but mainly because unlike the pigments already considered (shades
and tone in the same range of colours) phaeomelanin has different colours (ocher yellow, rusty red,
light brown, etc.) and each of them with a greater or lesser degree of expression, depending on the
concentration of pigment on the feathers (eg: large) and / or feathers (small feathers). As well as due
to the effect of light waves first absorbed by the feather and then refracted in the case.
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ESSENTIAL PIGMENT DISTRIBUTION
Lipochrome

Pheomelanin satured /
concentrated

Depigmented area
Pheomelanine
diluted/distributed
Eumelanin +
Pheomelanin
e

Eumelanin saturated
/ concentrated

ESSENTIAL DISTRICTS EVALUATION
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Colour
The chromatic structure that determines the colour of the Masked finch is composed of melanin
pigments (eumelanin and pheomelanin) and lipochrome that is only of interest to the beak.
Since the general pigment is represented by a high load of phaeomelanin, the general colour should
have an intense rusty brown base , as saturated as possible, that clearly distinguishes it from the
greyish tones typical of other congeners, with the typical black mask that characterizes the head,
which unites with a substantial forehead area, little beard (small bib) and lores.
The phenotype is complemented by the black colour which also affects the thigh and tail. The
beak is uniform waxy yellow.
The general phaeomelanin colour of the back and chest must be uniform, without showing
darkening or even worse diluted areas. The ventral area, which shades from the more saturated
breast, is whitish up to the under the tail
The rump is not interested in any pigment, and remains pure white in all mutations.
For all varieties the colour should tend towards maximum saturation and distributive uniformity of
the pigments.
The leucotis subspecies differs from the nominal species by the general intense dark brown colour
tone on vertex and nape and in particular for the whitish area, ear coverts (cheeks) alongside the
mask. Another characteristic that it emphasizes of the nominal species is the area it is the whitish
area on the flanks which margins the thigh. The beak is paler yellow.
There are no significant differences in colour between the two sexes.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS IN COLOUR

1
2
3
4
5

Beak - Colour not uniform, too light or worse whitish at the base
Mask and / or thigh - Brownish colour or worse not uniformly coloured
Breast and belly - Of non-uniform colour (mottled)
Back - Uneven colour with melanin thickening or excessive frosting
General greyish or cold tint
N.B. THE IMPORTANCE OF DECREASING DEFECTS
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Pattern
The Masked finch is characterized by a simple pattern, consisting only of the mask, little goat (bib),
forehead, facial triangle, and thigh. The areas that make up these patterns are well defined and
contrast with the general colour.
For a positive evaluation their dimension should be as large as possible, symmetrical on both sides
of the subject and with clear outlines, without nuances on the background colour.
Any tick is to be considered as a serious defect.
The facial triangles must always extend to contain the eyes which determine the vertices.
Any nuances in the contour margins are to be considered as defects.
The thigh, slightly curved towards the tail, should be ample and clearly visible on both sides, with
clear contours. Any infiltration or nuance that breaks the outline is considered a flaw.
Appreciable in the best subjects a paleness that it emphasizes the lighter coloured cheek of the
neck and the head.
Also the appreciation of the dorsal shield between the wing coverts is considered a merit.

(1)

(3)

(2)
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(1)

(2)

(3)

Note
1) The mask which covers the entire contour of the beak, is formed by the vertix / vertex (upper
attachment of the beak), facial triangles (lores up to the back of the eye in a triangular shape), the
small beard / bib (which borders the throat).
2) Well-defined thighs, as wide as possible (tapering down) that they slim towards the stomach.
3) A thin clear symmetrical net that margins at the base of the flight feathers is to be considered as a
value.
CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE DRAWING
1
2
3

Mask - Too small, with poorly defined (blurry) contours or worse that
it covers the eye
Thighs - Irregular shape, too thin, poorly defined margins, not
symmetrical (on both sides)
Favorites (edging) - absent or non-symmetrical (on both sides), the thin
light fillet at the base of the flight feathers
N.B. THE IMPORTANCE OF DECREASING DEFECTS
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Plumage
Smooth and luminous, composed, complete and adherent to the body. Good consistency,
especially in the points where small feathers cover the mask around the root of the beak,
throat and eye area.
On the chest and back compact and of fair length, to avoid divisions between the feathers
On the flanks and uppertail they should be tight to the body, avoiding long, soft or ruffled
feathers.
The lanceolate tail, of good consistency, ends in a plain tip.
Possible traces of juvenile plumage or in growth are to be penalized.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF PLUMAGE
1
2
3
4

Tail - Weak consistency, short or with divided central rectrices.
Mask - Too sparse, missing in the throat.
Flanks and back - Soft, with puffs or frills.
Belly - Long plumage, separated

N.B. THE IMPORTANCE OF DECREASING DEFECTS

Attitude and Posture
Posture generally calm and confident with a position about 40 ° from the horizontal plane with the
belly plumage never touching the perch.
Wings well carried, tight to the body and join on the rump without crossing.
Parallel legs.
Of a lively nature, in the judging phase they should present without symptoms of nervousness,
without hanging onto the bars or staying in the back of the cage.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF ATTITUDE ET POSTURE
1
2
3
4

Belly - Leaning on the perch
Chest- Too unbalanced forward
Legs- Spread
Behavior- Subject at the bottom of the cage. Restless or stressed
subject
N.B. THE IMPORTANCE OF DECREASING DEFECTS
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Conditions
The bird must appear perfectly healthy and clean.
Claws and nails, must not present deformations or deterioration. Scarred or swollen areas are
considered blemishes.
They should not point out irreversible defects
The beak should not be chipped, chipped or serrated, the mandibles should join exactly and be of
equal length.
The eyes should be round, lively, shiny and wide open. Cloudy or sleepy eyes are often a sign of a
bad condition. The periocular circle should be regular and well furnished with feathers.
Plumage must be clean without broken or damaged (damaged) feathers.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS OF THE CONDITIONS
Tail - Not intact, with broken or bent feathers
1
Wings - Rémiges broken or damaged
2
Legs - Scaly or swollen, thickened
3
Beak - Chipped or scaly
4
Nails - Too long or missing or twisted
5
Cleaning - Dirty
6
Irreversible defects, mutilations or malformations determine the non-judgment of the
subject.
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FORMES MUTANTS
The Masked finch has not been affected by any mutant forms. A few timid attempts to interbreeding
with the Long-tailed finch, gave some results with the brown mutation.

Emilio De Flaviis
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OFFICIAL NOMENCLATURE

It defines the subjects, classic male and female

CLASSIC
WHITE CHEEK

It defines the subjects, classic male and female of the leucotis
subspecies

Note: All descriptions will be preceded by the denomination “Masked Finch”

Ph. AOB - Belgio
Poephila Personata personata

Poephila Personata Leucotis
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COMPARATIVE CARD
MALE

CLASSIC

ssp. WHITE CHEEK

HEAD

In the head, a eumelanin mask forms which
surrounds the base of the beak, reaching the chin,
throat, eyes and forehead. These patterns must
contrast, as much as possible, with the maximum Similar to the nominal species, it
load of black eumelanin such as to confer a tone of differs for the silvery white area
black that is as oxidized and bright as possible.
present behind the face mask
The crown shows a combination of black
eumelanin and mainly phaeomelanin, showing a
dark brown colour that disperses towards the neck.

EYES

Dark chestnut brown

BEAK

Relatively short in relation to the head, made up of
lipochrome pigments, it appears as bright as Light wax yellow
possible waxy yellow (lighter in the female). Pale
or golden tones will be penalized.

BACK

On the back, the combination of black eumelanin
with phaeomelanin produces a dark brown colour,
flight feathers have a greater eumelanin load.

CHEST and
BELLY

The chest and belly have a higher pheomelanic
load with a minimal presence of eumelanin, with a
more brown appearance, slightly more dispersed
than that present on the back.

THIGHS

Presence of a large load of black eumelanin. Due
to this, it will be a highly oxidized glossy black
colour. It will be delimited by a small depigmented
line, which must be white and always present.

Very dark (chestnut brown)

RUMP

Depigmented, it will be pure and bright white.

SUB-TAIL
and CLOACA
TAIL

Depigmented, it will be pure and bright white.

CLAWS

NAIL

Similar to the nominal species, a
white area differs in front of the
thigh band.

The rectrices have a high load of black eumelanin,
which imparts a shiny black appearance.
Pigment-free, more or less pinkish colouring due
to the conformation of the skin.
Dark, because of the presence of EU residues.

FEMALE
In females, the colour of the head, back, wings and mask tend to be lighter, like the colour of the
beak, it can be a lighter yellow
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STANDARD
Classic
The Masked finch is a subject with an intact chromosomal heritage in possession of one hundred
percent (100%) of the following pigments: (EU) eumelanin - (PH) phaeomelanin and (LIP)
lipocrome.
The colouration is a uniform chestnut brown / brown colour, which tends to lighten on the breast
(where it tends to grayish) and darken on the wings. with the pattern (mask and thighs; the lores
are melted in the pattern of the mask) and the tail of black colour, the off-white lower abdomen and
the completely pure white rump .
This general brown colour varies considerably from dark brown back and lighter brown chest
The subject has strong eumelanin but this must not pollute the colour of the belly making it darker
than it should be, affecting, among other things, such excessive altering the colour of the head.

Yellow
Very oxidized black
Dark chestnut brown
Brownish beige
Dark brown
Very oxidized brown
Dark greyish chestnut brown

BEAK/BILL
BIB
LORES
HEAD
EYES
BACK
WINGS
covets flight feathers and
secondary flight feathers

Highly oxidized bright black
Chestnut brown with minimal
phaeomelanin presence
Chestnut brown with minimal
phaeomelanin presence
White
White
White

RUMP
CLOACA
SUB-TAIL

Highly oxidized bright black
Flesh-coloured

TAIL
CLAWS

Dark colour

NAILS

THIGHS
CHEST
BELLY

Yellow lipocrome
Concentrated black EU +PH
Distributed black EU + FEO
PH distributed
Concentrated brown EU
Distributed black EU + PH
Distributed black EU + PH
Distributed black EU + PH
Distributed black EU + PH
Concentrated black EU + PH
PH distributed
PH distributed
Pigment free
Pigment free
Pigment free
Concentrated black EU + PH
Pigment free (more or less pink
skin color)
EU pigment deposit

PARTICULAR DEFECTS OF VARIETY

• Clear beak
• Chest light or uneven
• Depigmented wings
• Clear lores
• Clear legs
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Poephila Personata personata
(PlanetPet)

Poephila Personata Leucotis

Es. Finch
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Note:
Sections, classes and the judgment sheet currently in place.
Stam 4
Stam
of 4

Section F1
Diamant longue queue (bec jaune)
Poephila acuticauda acuticauda

F1 Section
Yellow-billed Long-tailed Grass Finch
Poephila acuticauda acuticauda

Diamant à longue queue Classique
Diamant à longue queue Brun
Diamant à longue queue Topaze
Diamant à longue queue Phaeo
Diamant à longue queue Ino
Diamant à longue queue Gris

Classic Yellow-billed Long-tailed Grass Finch
Fawn Yellow-billed Long-tailed Grass Finch
Topaz Yellow-billed Long-tailed Grass Finch
Phaeo Yellow-billed Long-tailed Grass Finch
Ino Yellow-billed Long-tailed Grass Finch
Grey Yellow-billed Long-tailed Grass Finch

B
B
B
B
B
B

Diamant à longue queue combinaisons de mutations

Mutations Combinations Yellow-billed Long-tailed Grass Finch

B

Remarque
Sont admis maximum 2 combinaisons de mutation
Stam 4
Stam
of 4

Individ.
Single

Remarks
admitted maximum 2 mutations combinations

Section F1
Diamant à longue queue de Heck (bec rouge)
Poephila acuticauda hecki

F1 Section
Long-tailed Grass Finch hecki
Poephila acuticauda hecki

Diamant à longue queue de Heck Classique
Diamant à longue queue de Heck Brun
Diamant à longue queue de Heck Topaze
Diamant à longue queue de Heck Phaéo
Diamant à longue queue de Heck Ino
Diamant à longue queue de Heck Gris
Diamant à longue queue de Heck Combinaisons de mutations

Stam 4
Stam
of 4

Classic Long-tailed Grass Finch hecki
Fawn Long-tailed Grass Finch hecki
Topaz Long-tailed Grass Finch hecki
Phaéo Long-tailed Grass Finch hecki
Ino Long-tailed Grass Finch hecki
Grey Long-tailed Grass Finch hecki
Mutations Combinations Long-tailed Grass Finch hecki

Section F1
Diamant à bavette
Poephila cincta

F1 Section
Parson Finch
Poephila cincta

Diamant à bavette Classique
Diamant à bavette Brun
Diamant à bavette Gris
Diamant à bavette Topaze
Diamant à bavette Phaéo
Diamant à bavette Ino
Diamant à bavette Combinaisons de mutations
Remarque
Sont admis maximum 2 combinaisons de mutation

Stam 4
Stam
of 4

Individ.
Single
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Individ.
Single

Classic Parson Finch
Fawn Parson Finch
Grey Parson Finch
Topaz Parson Finch
Phaeo Parson Finch
Ino Parson Finch
Mutations Combinations Parson Finch
Remarks
admitted maximum 2 mutations combinations

Section F2
Estrildidae
Diamants - ……………. (non repris en F1/not included in F1)
Poephila personata

Poephila personata
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B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Individ.
Single

B
B

Score for awarding titles: Gold, Silver and Bronze
Individual
Maximum

Minimum

GOLD

95

90

SILVER
BRONZE

94
93

90
90

Stams
GOLD

360

SILVER

360

BRONZE

360

SUMMARY TABLE OF PENALTIES
BASED ON THE POINTS AVAILABLE

POINTS
AVAILABLE

ALLOCATION OF SCORES
EXCELLENT

GOOD

SUFFIIENT

INSUFFICIENT

40 (white type)

38

37-36

35-34

33-32

30 (type)

29

28-27

26-24

23-18

20 (colour)

19

18-17

16-15

14-13

20 (drawing)

19

18-17

16-15

14-13

10 (plumage)

9

8

7

6-5

10 (posture)

10

9

8

7

10 (Conditions)

10

9

8

7

(*) White and apigmented subjects
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O.M.J.
FICHE DE JUGEMENT
Exposant
Pays
N° de l’éleveur

EXOTIQUES F1
Denomination
Bague
Cage n°

Type et structure
Couleur

30
20
40

Dessin
Plumage

20
(*)
10

Attitude et maintien

10

Condition

10

Total

100

Total pour le stam
Harmonie
Total pour la collection

Juges :

(*) sujets Blancs et Apigmentés

Date :
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